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Abstract-A novel and minimal realization algorithm is proposed for determining generalized 
state-space r presentation from a so-called row-psoudoproper l ft matrix fraction description (LMFD). 
The realized system with the state-space r presentation form is proved to be controllable and obsorv- 
able in the sonse of [1,2] if the given row-pseudoproper MFD is left coprime. Besides, the proposed 
state feedback control law not only satisfies the optimal regional-pole-placement design for the real- 
ized generalized dynamical system, but also eliminates the impulsive terms in the state response of 
the closed-loop system. For practical consideration, an equivalent input-output feedback structure 
of the designed state-feedback controller is adopted. Based on the cascaded and/or parallel active 
RC networks with better sensitivity and stability properties, the resulting structure of the equivalent 
input-output feedback controller can be readily implemented based on proper subsystems. 
Keywords-Boahzation, Generalized ynamical system, Row-pseudoproper, Matrix fraction do- 
scription, Implementation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the nth order linear, time-invariant generalized dynamical system characterized by 
&qt) = Az(t) + Bw(t), (Ia) 
y(t) = Cz(t) (lb) 
from the so-called row-pseudoproper LMFD, where z(t) E Rn, v(t) E Rm, y(t) E RP, and E, 
A, B and C are real constant matrices with appropriate dimensions, E is possibly singular. 
Recently, generalized dyrmmical systems have received much attention due to extensive appli- 
cations in many areas such as electrical networks, singularly perturbed systems, interconnected 
systems, Leontieff models in multisector economy, Leslie population models in biology and other 
areas [3-6]. In this paper, we first propose a feasible and constructive realization algorithm that 
determines a controllable and observable generalized state-space representation of the form shown 
in (1) from a row-pseudoproper rational transfer matrix H,(s) in coprime LMFD 
H,(s) = q-‘(s) N(s). (2) 
This work was supported by the National Science Council of the Republic of China under contra& NSC-82-0404- 
E006470, the NASA-Johnson Space Center under Grant NAG-9-380, and the U.S. Army Research Office under 
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Recently, many algorithms have been presented in this topic [7-141. However, the row-pseudo- 
proper LMFD is not considered in [7], the realized systems do not guarantee to be strongly 
observable in [lO,ll], and the same deficiency appear in [12]. In [8,9], the realized system is 
guaranteed to be strongly observable and controllable, but the polynomial matrices Q(s) and 
Nl (s) need to satisfy following conditions: 
(i) Dl (s) and A$ (s) are left coprime, and 
(ii) [Q(s) Nl(s)] is row reduced. 
The results of [13,14] have successfully improved above disadvantages; however, it is not so easy 
for determining the doubly coprime generalized Bezout identity in polynomial form [15-181 by 
utilizing the proposed realization algorithms [13,14]. Accordingly, we attempt to develop a novel 
and constructive realization that put more emphasis on preserving the structure characteristic 
of the given LMFD at finite and infinite modes. The proportional and derivative estimator 
gains [15-181, which are employed to develop the doubly coprime generalized Bezout identity 
in polynomial form, of the realized generalized dynamical system can be easily obtained with 
the proposed realization. Therefore, comparing it with the existing ones, ours reveals more 
constructive and without loss of generality. With a special coordinate realization, the realized 
system is guaranteed to be strongly controllable and observable if the given LMFD is coprime in 
a row-pseudoproper or row-proper form. 
Based on the linear system theory, classical system theory confirms that the state response 
is continuous, provided that input function is piecewise continuous (or weaker). However, the 
generalized dynamical system in (1) is not in this case. As input derivatives are involved [13], 
either impulse terms may be created in the state response by any jump behavior in input due to 
the operation at the starting and closing switch actions in practice; or jump behavior appears in 
the state response, the state is thus usually not directly available. 
It is well known that the generalized dynamical system in (7) contains three kinds of modes: 
finite dynamical modes, infinite dynamical modes and infinite nondynamical modes. The infi- 
nite dynamical (impulsive) modes generate undesired impulse behaviors. Hence, to eliminate or 
to avoid inducing infinite dynamical modes is an important mission in generalized dynamical 
system control. In this paper, we present a state-feedback design methodology for eliminating 
the impulsive behaviors and satisfying the optimal regional-pole-placement design [19-211 at the 
same time for the realized system in (7). In general, since not all state variables are available 
for practical implementation, either the state variables are not accessible for direct measurement 
or the number of measuring devices is limited. The conventional method involves constructing 
a state observer to estimate the states of the dynamic system. However, such an observer not 
only increases states from the original system, but also enhances the difficulty in the computation 
and possibility of producing an unstable controller. Furthermore, when we use the state observer 
for observing the states of a fast subsystem with inconsistent initial conditions, the states of 
impulsive modes cannot be exactly observed [5,22]. So, from the viewpoint of hardware imple- 
mentation, the state-feedback control law cannot exactly eliminate the impulsive modes. Hence, 
it is desirable to realize the state-feedback controller with an equivalent input-output feedback 
structure [22] for the realized generalized dynamical system (7) without building an observer. 
In the position of implementation, the design of a multiport network often results in a multi- 
port filter described by a transfer function matrix or an MFD. Some effective and constructive 
techniques for implementing a strictly proper right MFD, T(s) = N,.(s) 0;’ (s) where D,(s) is 
column reduced, have been proposed [23,24]. For the consideration of the sensitivity properties, 
the effects of rounding-off error on filter stability, and good reliability and maintenance, the re- 
alization of a high-degree column-reduced right MFD has been implemented in [25,26] with a 
cascaded active RC network and/or a parallel active RC network. Besides, the implementa- 
tion techniques of the column-pseudoproper right MFD with impulse free have been developed 
in [27]. However, the implementation, in [27], for the row-pseudoproper LMFD with impulsive 
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modes has not widely been addressed and searched. Hence, it is worthwhile to investigate the 
implementation technique of a row-pseudoproper LMFD with impulsive modes. 
Finally, it needs to be pointed out that the controllability and observability conditions of the 
realized system, in the sense of [1,2], can be easily checked by utilizing these proposed core 
realization structures. 
2. REALIZATION ALGORITHM 
First of all, let us review some definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. Consider a transfer matrix H,(s) = Drl(s)Nl(s), where Nl(s) and Dl(s) are 
polynomial matrices of dimensions p x m and p x p, respectively Let 
nTi (&) = the highest degree of the ith row of Nl(s) (Or(s)). (3) 
If nTi < d,+ for i = 1,2, . . . , p and CF=‘=, dTi is equal to the degree of the determinant of Dl(s), then 
D;‘(s) Nr(s) is a row-proper LMFD. If the degree of the determinant is not equal to CbI dTi, 
DI’ (s) Nr (s) is called a row-pseudoproper LMFD. 
DEFINITION 2. [28] Let E E R Pxq denote an arbitrary matrix form and E = rank(E). {&}g, 
shows the nonzero singular value of E, then E can be represented in the form 
E = UMVt, (4 
where U E RpX* and V E RQxq are unitary and nonsingular matrices, and the p x q matrix M 
has Xi in the (i, i) position (1 5 i 5 z) and zeros elsewhere. 
LEMMA 1. [1,2] Consider the generalized dynamical system in (1): 
(i) It is controllable iff both [SE - A B] and [E B] are full rank for all s. 
(ii) It is observable iff both [(SE - A)t Ctlt and [Et Ctlt are full rank for all s. 
DEFINITION 3. Considering a given row-pseudoproper LMFD, define 
U(s) = block diag { [&]} , i = 1,2 )...) p, 
V(s) = block diag { [IS. . . s~P~-~] } , i=1,2 ,..., p, 
(54 
(5b) 
such that 
Dr(s) = V(s) Dl + V(s) Dz, 
Nr(s) = V(s) NI, 
(54 
(54 
where DI E Rpx* denotes the highest row-degree coefficient matrix, Dz E Rnx* denotes the 
lowest row-degree coefficient matrix, and Nl is an n x m constant matrix. 
DEFINITION 4. Define the core realization as follows: 
E,,=blockdiag[?i i i 1: i-...), i=l,2,...,p, 
C, = block diag {[lO...O]lXdpi}, i=l,E )..., p, 
C, = block diag {[O-+.Ol]rxd,,}, i = 1,2 )..., p. 
(6a) 
(6b) 
(64 
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Based on the above core realization, the corresponding&ate-space realization of the given transfer 
function can be easily obtained via the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Consider a row-pseudoproper LMFD H,(s) = DC’(s) Nz(s); then the correspond- 
ing generalized dynamical system is given as 
Ei(t) = Ax(t) + Bw(t), 
y(t) = C@), 
(74 
(7b) 
where 
E = E, + C;D&,, 
A = I,, - C;Co - D2Co, 
B = Nl, 
c = co. 
(7c) 
(7d) 
(74 
(79 
The superscript “t” denotes transpose, and I, represents an n x n dimensional identity matrix. 
PROOF. We show that (7) satisfy 
C(sE - A)-lB = D;‘(s) Nl(s). (8) 
According to the core realization, (8) becomes 
V(s) (SE - A) = Dl(s) C. (9) 
Substituting (7) into the left-hand side of (9), we have 
V(s) (SE - A) = V(s) [s (Eo + C;DG) -I, + C;C, + D2C,] 
= V(s) [SE, - I, + C;C,] + V(s) [sC$K, + D2c,]. (10) 
The V(s)[sE, - In + CiCo] term of (10) can be proved to be a null matrix from the structures 
of E,, Co and V(s), hence one has 
V(s) (SE - A) = V(s) [sC;D& + D2Co] . (11) 
For the right-hand side of (9), since V(s) = sV(s) Ci, we have 
Dl(s)C = [U(s) D1 + V(s) Dz] Cc, 
= [sV(s) c;Dl + V(s) D2] co 
= V(s) [sC;DG + D2C03. (12) 
Obviously, (11) and (12) are equality. It implies that (7) are surely the generalized realization of 
the given LMFD in (2). 
We now show the matrix SE - A is nonsingular (as a polynomial matrix). If (SE - A) p = 0, 
then Dl(s) Cp = 0, by (9). Therefore, either D(s) is singular or Cp = 0. Now, Cp = 0 implies 
(SE - A) p = (SE, - I) p = 0, which implies p = 0. Hence, SE - A is nonsingular for any s such 
that Dl(s) is nonsingular. We conclude that SE - A is a nonsingular polynomial matrix, since 
Dl(s) is a nonsingular polynomial matrix. 
Finally, since SE - A is nonsingular, 0;’ (s) V(s) = C( SE - A)-l and the result follows upon 
nothing but Nz(s) = V(s) B by definition. This completes the proof. 
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As for the controllability and observability of the realized system, according to Lemma 1 and 
in the sense of (1,2], the proofs are straightforward from the structures of the core realization 
matrices E,, I, and CO. It is checked that 
rank [Ei Ct]” = n, (13) 
rank 
c 
(SE, -I,)t (2’: ’ = n. 
I (14) 
By Lemma 1, we know that both [Et Ctlt and [(SE - A)t CtJt are full rank n if the realized 
system in (7) is observable. That is, they are full rank as a consequence of (13) and (14). 
rank [Et Ctlt = rank (EO + CiDICO)” Ci]’ [ 
=rank [i ““pr] [z] 
- rank & 
[ 1 CO = 72. (15) 
Next, one has 
rank [(SE -A)t @It = rank (s (E, + C~DlC,) - I, + C~C, -I- DY~~)~ [ C’t], 
= rank 
[ 
(SE, - In)” CA] t = 72. (16) 
It implies that (SE - A) and C are right coprime. 
THEOREM 2. The realized system in (7) is controllable at finite s, i.e., [SE - A B] is full rank 
for finite s 8 the polynomial matrix of [Nl (s) Dl(s)] is a left coprime pair. 
PROOF. The necessary condition. Suppose n[Nr(s) S(s)] = 0. Then by (5d) and (9), we 
have vV(s) [SE - A B] = 0. Since V(s) has full row rank (by inspection), we conclude that 
[SE - A B) coprime implies that [Nl (s) Dl(s)] is a coprime pair. 
The sufficient condition. If [Nl(s) Dl(s)] are left coprime, but the realized system in (7) is 
uncontrollable at some finite X, i.e., rank [(XE - A) B] < n, there exists a nonzero vector q such 
that 
n [XE - A B] = 0. (17) 
From (17), we can write 
and from (9), we have 
P(s) Q(s)1 [““, “1 = 0, 
(18) 
(19) 
where the dimension of [(AE - A)t - Ct] is (n +p) x n and 
rank [V(s) Do] = p. (20) 
Applying algebraic theory to the structure of V(s) in (19) yields 
rank [(XE - A)t - Ct] t + nullity [(XE - A)t - Ct] t = n + p. (21) 
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Since rank [(XE - A)t - Ctlt = n, we have nullity [(XE - A)t - Ctlt = p. Furthermore, rank 
[V(X) Q(X)] = P1 so [V(X) a(41 can form all null space of [(XE - A)t - Ctlt. The vector 
[q 0] will lie in the null space of [(SE - A)t - Ctlt and it will be a linear combination of 
[V(X) Q(X)]. On the other hand, there exists a nonzero vector 2c, with 1 x p such that 
Postmultiplying both sides of (22) by diag {B, I} yields 
As B = 0 and V(X) B = Nl(X), (23) becomes 
111 [N(X) Q(X)1 = 0. (24) 
Clearly, (24) is contradictory to our assumption condition that [Nl(s) Q(s)] are left coprime. 
Finally, we show that det(sE - A) = det Dl(s). With the results of the above proofs and the 
fact shown in the Lemma 1 and (20), we get 
rank [V(s) Q(s)1 = P, rank [(SE - A)t Ct] t = n. (25) 
We thus have the following relationships: 
[SE-A C] is a right coprime pair (28) 
and 
[V(s) 0 (s>l is a left coprime pair. 
That is, there exist polynomial matrices {XI(S), PI(S)} and {x2(s), Fz(s)} such that 
(27) 
Xl(s) (SE - A) + YI(s) C = I, (28) 
V(s) X2(s) + Q(s) Y,(s) = I. (29) 
Recalling the relation V(s) (SE - A) = D1 (s) C in the former proof and combining together 
with (19), (28) and (29), we get 
Xl(S) K(s) 
[- - I[ -V(s) Q(s) 
SE; A -%a’] = [ 0’ yq ) 
(30) 
where R(s) is an appropriate polynomial matrix, and both sides of (30) are square matrices. 
Hence, by taking determinant of both sides of (30), we have the value 1 on the right-hand 
side. Moreover, the first matrix of the left-hand side in (30) is an unimodular matrix. Then, 
combining (28) together with (9)) we have 
[ 
-“;:s’, $$] [SE; A ;] = [ 0’ ;\:;I . 
The determinant of both sides of (31) is 
(31) 
p. det(sE - A) = det D(s). (32) 
Because no scaling operation is made in the realization algorithm, the value ,u thus has to be 
constant 1. Hence, the assertion is proved completely. 
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3. INPUT-OUTPUT FEEDBACK CONTROL LAW 
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Recalling the realized system of the given row-pseudoproper LMFD in (7), one has the ma- 
trix E appears in a singular form, i.e., rank(E) = .z < n, where z is called the generalized 
order of the realized system in (7). deg(det(sE - A)} = w is said to be the order of the regular 
subsystem in system (7). If rank(E) - degdet(sE - A)} = q, then the realized system in (7) 
has q impulsive modes, which occur in the fast subsystem and are created by either inconsistent 
conditions or discontinuous input function [3,5]. On the other hand, based on the linear system 
control theory, the optimal linear quadratic regulator would provide a stable and robust closed- 
loop system if the weighting matrices satisfy certain positive-definite (or positive-semidefinite) 
conditions, Obviously, it is advantageous to combine the regional-pole-placement design and the 
optimal linear quadratic regulator method for linear regular system control [19-211. In this paper, 
a simple, efficient and constructive state-feedback control law that not only satisfies the optimal 
regional-pole-placement requirement but also eliminates the impulsive terms in the state response 
of the closed-loop system has been presented. If we do so, then only some brief steps, which in- 
clude a singular value decomposition (s.v.d.) technique and some simple algebraic manipulations, 
are needed. As a result, the specifications of optimal regional-pole-placement requirement and 
impulsive-mode elimination for a generalized dynamical system can be simultaneously completed. 
Therefore, we first take the s.v.d. work of matrix E in (7) for solving the problem of state-feedback 
control law. Letting 
E= GO 
d 
[ 1 
o o E Rnxn, (334 
and according to Definition 2, we have 
E = UIMV,t 
where C = diag{Xr,Xp,...,&} and Xi 1 X2 > .*. > X, are the singular values of E, and 
Substituting (33b) into (7), one has 
E&%(t) = i?;lAz(t) f &-‘h(t), (344 
y(t) = Cz(t). (34b) 
Set 
then (34) become 
z(t) = Vi%(t); (35) 
&i(t) = A@(t) + &u(t), (36a) 
(36b) 
where Ad = o<lAVl-t, Bd = o;‘B and cd = CVlmt. Consequently, (36) can be partitioned as 
g(t) = CdZ(t), (37b) 
where A11 E Rzxz, Al2 E RZX(n-z), AZ1 E R(n-Z)XZ, AZ2 E R(n-z)x(n-z), B1 E R*Xm, Bz E 
R(,FZ)XVZ and cd E RPXn. Systems (37) and (7) can be called restricted system equivalent 
(r.s.e.) [5J, and (35) is the coordinate transformation. 
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LEMMA 2. [5] System (7) is controllable iff rank [Azz, Bz] = n - rank(E). 
THEOREM 3. If system (7) is controllable, then for the optimal regional-pole-placement set fi 
with rank(E) elements on the complex plane, there exists a state-feedback control law u(t) = 
-Kz(t) + r(t) such that the closed-loop system has the finite pole set eig (E, A - BK) = R. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2, since system (7) is controllable, we thus have rank [A22 Bz] = n - z, i.e., 
there exists a constant matrix KTX(n--z) such that 
det (A22 - B2K2) # 0. (33) 
The determination of K2 is shown in the Appendix. Choosing I? = [0 Kz] Vf and 
v(t) = -I?‘,(t) + i’(t) = - [0 Kz] 2(t) + f(t), (39) 
and substituting (39) into (37a), the closed-loop system is 
Prom (40), we have that (A 22 - &Ks)-r exists, and the two matrices Vs and 02 defined as 
-(A12 - BlK2)(A22 - B2K2)-r 
(A22 - B2K2)-l 1 ’ 
-(A22 - ;K2)-‘A21 I,“_, 1 
(40) 
(41a) 
(4lb) 
are nonsingular. By direct substitution yields 
where 
A’ = All - (A12 - BlK2)(A22 - B2K2)-l A21, 
B: = & - (A12 - BlK2) (A22 - B2K2)-l B2, 
B; = (A22 - B2K2)-1 B2. 
(424 
(424 
(420 
By defining 
Z(t) = 0;%(t) = rlr,-lV,“z(t), 
from (42), it is obvious that system (40) is r.s.e. to 
(43) 
(44) 
The pair [A’, El/,] is controllable, for the optimal regional-pole-placement set Sz with t = rank (E) 
elements, there exists the feedback control law [19-211 
p(t) = -K;??(t) + r(t); Z(t) E RZX1 (45) 
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that minimizes the quadratic cost function as 
J = J Um [Zt(t) &Z(t) +?(t) R+(t)] dt, 
which associated with the regular subsystem pair [A’, Bi], and 
eig (A’, - BiKi) = R. 
Define 
r(t) = - [K; O] s(t) + r(t); 
then the overall state-feedback control law is 
v(t) = -l%(t) + r(t) = -Kz(t) + r(t), 
where 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
K=K+[Ki o]o~lv,t 
= {[O K2]+[K; o]o;‘}v:. (50) 
For such weighting matrices Q and R and state-feedback gain matrix K, the closed-loop system 
of the realized system (7) has the finite pole set fi of (E, A - BK) as 
fi = eig (A’ - BiK{) = 0. (51) 
In other words, subject to the determinations of Q, R and Ki, not only the finite poles of the 
closed-loop system of the realized system (7) will be on or within the hatched region of Figure 8, 
but also the performance index in (46) can be minimized by utilizing the feedback control law 
in (45). This completes the proof. 
Based on the following design procedures for finding continuous-time optimal regional-pole- 
placement regulator [26], the feedback gain K: in (45) can be easily determined. 
STEP 1. Specify a positive value h, which denotes the degree of the relative stability, and select 
a symmetric positive definite matrix R. 
STEP 2. Solve the Riccati equation 
P,B;R-‘B;tP, - P, (A’ + h&) - (A’ + hlz)t P, = 0. (52) 
STEP 3. Compute 
and set i = 1. 
AI = A’ - B;R-lBitP,, = A’ - B;KO (53) 
STEP 4. Find the solution of the Riccati equation 
QiBiR-‘BitQi - Si (-A:) - (AT)‘Qi = 0. (54) 
STEP 5. If 
5 tr [B;R-~B;~&~] = 0, 
where tr (*) denotes the trace of (*), then go to Step 10. 
STEP 6. Solve the Riccati equation 
(55) 
(56) 
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STEP 7. Evaluate 
a = tr 
STEP 8. Compute 
Ai+r = Ai - TiBiRmlBitPi = Ai - riKi. 
STEP 9. Set i = i + 1, then j = i and go to Step 4. 
STEP 10. The recursive algorithm is finished. Find the feedback gain 
Ki = K,+kriKi 
i=l 
and the weighting matrix 
Q = 2hPo + &ri [oi i- (ri - 1) P,B;K,] .
i=l 
(574 
WI 
(57c) 
(574 
(53) 
(594 
(59b) 
As a result, the optimal continuous-time regulator can be determined as in (45) corresponding 
to the weighting matrices Q and R. 
REMARK. For a row-pseudoproper LMFD with impulse free, since the realized matrix As2 
in (37a) is always full rank, the constant matrix K2 can set to be a null matrix with appropriate 
size, Therefore, the state-feedback gain matrix K in (50) can reduce to be as K = [Ki 0] l?T’Vi. 
For the realized system (7), there exists a state-feedback controller as desired in (49) such 
that the impulsive modes can be eliminated and the optimal regional-pole-placement design can 
be accomplished too; whereas, from the viewpoint of hardware implementation, since either the 
state variable are not all accessible for direct measurement or the number of measuring devices is 
limited, it is desired to realize the state-feedback control with an equivalent input-output feedback 
controller for the system (7). Now, we introduce the input-output feedback controller [22] as 
follows. 
CASE 1: SQUARE PLANT. (no. of input m = no. of output p) 
Substituting (49) into (7), we have the closed-loop transfer function of (7) as 
H,(S) = C(sE - A + BK)-‘B 
= H,(s) - H,(s) (I + &(s))-l ads), 
where 
H,(s) = C(sI.3 - A)-lB, 
l&(s) = K(sE - A)-IB. 
Hence, the relation between input and output is 
Y(S) = $ {f&(s) - F;‘(s) Fl(s)} fir(s), 
(60) 
(614 
(6lb) 
(62) 
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where 
h(s) = Kk(s), (634 
Fz(s> = {An + as)) q?(s), (63b) 
F3 = 21,. (634 
The overall system structure is shown in Figure 1. In general, Fi(s) and J’s(s) are improper 
rational matrices of dimension m x m, hence, a physically realizable structure to implement Fl(s) 
and Fs(s) is needed to be investigated. Let fi(s) be the least common denominator polynomial 
of F.(s) for i = 1,2. Factor fi(s) = f>(s) f;(s), where f:(s) and f;(s) are the stable and 
unstable modes, respectively. Then we can find a rational matrix A(s) such that A(s) Fl(s) and 
A(s) F2(s) are proper, while A(s) is a diagonal form of dimension m x m as 
for i= 1,2 ,..., m. 
For convenience, let di(s) = d(s) and ni(s) = n(s) = nc (s) . lcm {f;(s), f;(s)} for all i, where 
lcm denotes the least common multiplier, and d(s) satisfies the following conditions simultane- 
ously. 
(I) d(s) is a stable polynomial. 
(II) deg[d(s)] > Ni + Nz. 
(III) A(s)Fi(s)areproperfori=1,2,wheredeg[n,(s)]=Ni anddeg{lcm{fi_(s),fi_(s)}}=N~. 
- 3/(s) 
L I 
Figure 1. The basis input-output feedback structure. 
For simplicity, we can let n,(s) = R’ xl ; i.e., Ni = 0. Next, we modify Fl(s) and Fz(s) to be 
%‘r(s) and &(s) in proper forms, respectively, where pi(s) = A(s) Fl(s) and $2(s) = A(s) Fs(s). 
The resulting structure is then shown in Figure 2. Note that A-‘(S) here is an improper and 
diagonal rational matrix, but after some simple algebraic manipulations, one can easily find that 
Ci-1(s) and Ci_l(s) are in proper forms. Finally, the structure of Figure 1 can be extended to 
that of Figure 2, in which ps(s), p2(s), Ci-1 (s) and Ci-, ( ) s are stable and proper. In other 
words, the stability and realizability of the input-output feedback structure of system (7) has 
been presented in Figure 2. 
CASE 2: NONSQUARE PLANT. (no. of input m > no. of output p) 
First, we modify the nonsquare plant H,,(s) to be the artificial system in a square plant as 
W) = K(s) y, (65) 
where u E RmxP. Then the corresponding state equation of the artificial system is 
Ei(t) = Ax(t) + Bara( (664 
y(t) = wt>, (66b) 
where B, = Bu and ra(t) = v-‘w(t). E,A E RnX”, B, E Rnxp and C E RPxn. For the artificial 
system (66), the above proposed design methodology can be utilized for eliminating the impulsive 
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Figure 2. The alternative input-output feedback structure of Figure 1. 
modes of system (66). Of course, the controllable condition of system (66) cannot be affected 
with the artificial operator V. Substituting Ta(t) = -Kz(t) + r(t) into (66), the closed-loop 
transfer matrix of (66) is 
&(s) = C (SE - A + B&)-l B,. (67) 
Let fik(s) = K(sE - A)-l B, and B,(s) = C(sE - A)-l B,, then 
I;l,(s) = I&(s) - I&(s) (I + &(s))-‘&(s) 
= f {a(s) - F;l(s) F1(s)} I%, (68) 
where F1 (s) = I?k( s), Fz(s) = (Ip + fik(s)) I?;‘(s) and Fs = ZIP. The overall transfer function 
of the system is shown in Figure 3. By utilizing (64), we can obtain the stable and realizable 
input-output feedback controller. Finally, the structure of Figure 3 can be extended to that of 
Figure 2. 
Figure 3. The original input-output structure with no. of output < no. of input. 
CASE 3: NONSQUARE PLANT. (no. of input m < no. of output p) 
Also, we first modify the II,(s) to be the square plant &(s) as 
K(s) = v&(s), (6% 
where u E Rmxp. Then the artificial system in state-space representation is 
Ej:(t) = Ax(t) + Bw(t), (704 
l/a(t) = Gdq, (70b) 
where C, = UC, E,A E Rnxn, B E Rnx” and C, E Rmxn. Since the controllable condition 
cannot be affected with the artificial operator Y, there thus exists v(t) = -Kz(t) + r(t) such 
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that the impulsive modes can be eliminated. Substituting v(t) = -Kz(t) + r(t) into (70), the 
closed-loop transfer function of (70) is 
I?&) = Ca(sE - A + BK)-1 B. (71) 
Let fik(s) = K(sE - A)-’ B and fiO(s) = C,(sE - A)-’ B, then 
I?&) = I&(s) - &(s) (I + I&(s)) -l &(s) 
=-- ; {Us) - ql(s)B(s)} I%, (72) 
where Pi(s) = I?k(s), I+(s) = (I, + &k(s)) (VI?,,(S))-’ and Fs = ZI,. The overall transfer 
function of the system is shown in Figure 4. Alternately, let 
^ 
I%(s) = Fi(s), (73a) 
F2(2(5) = 3’2(s) v, (73b) 
F3 = 21,. (73c) 
The alternative structure of Figure 4 is shown in Figure 5. Also, by utilizing (64), we can obtain 
the stable and realizable input-output feedback controller, then we can extend the structure of 
Figure 5 to that of Figure 2. Finally, we want to develop the implementation methodology of a 
row-pseudoproper LMFD based on an accessible cascaded and/or parallel active RC network [26], 
and it is described in the following section. 
+> - F3 r Ya (4 
Figure 4. The original input-output structure with no. of output > no. of input. 
r(s) + 44 - - Fs ------+------- H&) * Y(S) 
- JW -$$ F2(s) c Y t 
Figure 5. The alternative structure of Figure 4. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY 
(A) Cascaded Active RC Networks 
To show the proposed approach and to avoid complicated notation for the general transfer 
function matrix and MFD, a 2-input 3-output MFD is used as follows. Let a multivariable 
system be described by an irreducible strictly proper right MFD with input vector R(s) and 
output vector Y(s) as 
Y(s) = &(s) I?(s) R(s), (744 
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where 
and 
h1,2S2 + bll,lS + bll,O 
m = b21,2s2 + b21,lS + b2l,O 
b31,2s2 + b31,1S + b31,o 
(74b) 
(74c) 
a12,1s + a12,o 
s2 + a22,1s + a22,o I 
h2,lS + h2,o 
b22,lS + b22,o . 
b32,lS + b32,O I 
Let pi be the ith column degree of h(s), which is the highest degree of the scalar polynomial 
in s at the ith column of I?(s). Hence, ~1 = 3 and ~2 = 2. As the column degree of B(s) 
are higher than those of 3(s), the right MFD, i?(s) &‘( ) s , is strictly proper. The polynomial 
matrices b(s) and I?(s) in (74) can be represented by alternative forms as: 
B(s) = diag [snl, P] + I@(s), (75a) 
where 
fi= 
[ 
all,0 all,1 all,2 al2,0 a12,1 
a21,0 a2l,1 a21,2 a22,o 1 a22,l ’ qi(s) = block diag {[l, s,. . . ,t~~-l]~} , for i = 1,2, 
(75b) 
(75c) 
and 
where 
B(s) = &(s), (764 
hl,O hl,l h,2 h2,o h2,l ^ 
G’ = b2l,o b2l,1 b2l,2 b22,o b22,l 
b31,o b31,1 b3l,2 b32,o b32,l 1 
The corresponding minimal realization of the MFD in (74) is 
L(t) = A?@) + I%(t), 
y(t) = &(t), 
(76b) 
(77a) 
(77b) 
where 
(774 
To match the nontrivial elements of a, we construct a cascaded active RC network shown in 
Figure 6. The corresponding state equation is 
k(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), (78a) 
where 
A=blockdiag { [I “’ i; 11 1, i=1,2, 
B = block diag 
Pi1 ,;xJ 
, i = 1,2, 
(78b) 
(78~) 
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and pi = -l/RiCi, ki = RiCi for i = 1,2. It is noted that pi are the eigenvalues of system 
matrix A in (78) for i = 1,2, and pi may be equal to pj if [A, B] is a controllable pair. The state 
equation with the accessible state in (78) can be converted into a controllable canonical form 
using a simple similarity transformation. The controllable canonical state equation is 
where 
A, = 
and 
&z(t) = &z,(t) + &u(t), (794 
Pgb) 
PC) 
(s - ~2)~ = s2 + d22,ls + dzz,o. VW 
The newly developed similarity transformation between the state in (78) and the state in (79) is 
where 
T, = {block diag [Wn,(pi)]} x {block diag ($ I&,)}, for i = 1,2. (80b) 
2 
The matrix Wni(pi) is a Ki x Ki generalized Vandermonde matrix associated with eigenvalue pi 
for i = 1,2, and the matrix In, denotes a pi x Q identity matrix for i = 1,2. 
Figure 6. Cascaded active RC network structure. 
The corresponding right characteristic polynomial matrix of the system in (79) becomes 
B(s) = o 
[ 
(s - Pd3 
(s -OP2j2 1 
= diag [snl, P] + &3(s), (814 
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where 
d ll,o dll I &1,2 0 0 o o’ o 
&,o dzz,i I. @lb) 
To match the parameters in (74) and those in (81), we use the state-feedback control law as 
where 
F,=fi-8. 
Substituting (82) into (79) yields 
&(t) = (A, + E&F,) xc(t) + &r(t) = ii%(t) + b(t). 
Wb) 
(83) 
To match the parameters in (74), we insert the output vector as 
y(t) = &x,(t) = h(t). (84) 
Of course, the desired state-feedback gain must be in the original coordinates r(t) in (78) with 
inputs r(t). Consequently, 
u(t) = F&t) + I = F,T,x(t) + r(t) = Fs(t) + r(t) (854 
and 
y(t) = &(t) = &z(t) = Gz(t). (85b) 
From the above, we observe that to obtain the state-feedback gain F and output gain G in (85) we 
only need to determine the gain F, in (82) and the transformation matrix T, in (80). Other terms 
such as the matrices & and G can be determined from the polynomial matrices a(s) and ??(a) 
in (74) directly. The procedure for implementing the strictly proper right MFD, R(s) &‘(a), 
with cascaded active RC networks can be summarized as follows: 
(1) 
(11) 
011) 
(IV) 
Construct m sets of cascaded active RC networks according to the column degrees of B(s). 
The constant gains and associated eigenvalues are chosen as ki = RiCi and pi = -l/RiCi 
for i = 1,2,. . . , m, respectively. 
Establish d(s) in (81) and compute the state-space gain F, in (82) and the output gain G 
in (76). 
Compute T, in (SO), the desired gains F( = F,T,) and G( = &I!‘,) in (85), respectively. 
Implement the gains F and G on the accessible cascaded active RC networks with sum- 
mers. 
(B) Parallel Active RC Networks 
Consider a parallel active RC network shown in Figure 7. The corresponding controllable 
state-space representation is 
i(t) = +qt) + h(t), (864 
where 
(86b) 
and 
B= 
[ 
-P1 -P2 -P3 0 0 t 
0 0 0 -P4 I -P5 ’ 
(8W 
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and & = -l./RiCi, for i = 1,2,. . . , n, denote distinct and nonrepeated eigenvalues of A in (86). 
Notethatpi=&fori,j=1,2 ,..., n, if [A, B] is a controllable pair. The state equation in (86) 
can be transformed into a controllable canonical form as 
k,(t) = A&(t) + &u(t), (87a) 
where 
@7b) 
(s - Pl) (s - &) (s - p3) = s3 + &,2s2 + &l,lS + &,o ( W 
and 
(s - p4) (s - p5) = s2 + &?2,1s + c&J. We) 
The newly developed similarity transformation between the state in (86) and the state in (87) is 
zc(t) = Qqt), (884 
where 
T’ = [block diag((V3 (pii) f or i = 1,2,3), (V2 (pii) for i = 4,5)}] 
x diag 
[ { 
-$fori=l,2 ,..., 5 
>I 
, 
ei = pi fi (pi -Pi), for i = 1,2,3, j # i and ~1 = 3, 
j=l 
ei = pi fi (Pi -Pjij) 7 for i = 4,5, j # i and 1c2 = 2. (88b) 
j=nl+l 
The submatrix Vni(pi) in (88) is a Kj x Kj Vandermonde matrix associated with eigenvalue &. 
The corresponding right characteristic polynomial matrix of the system in (87) is 
D(s) = diag [.P*, P] + &j(s), (894 
where 
dll,o E= 0 
[- 
dll,l dll,z 0 0 _O _O 
&z,o 3 &2,1 ’ 
(89b) 
To match the parameters in (74) and those in (89), we use the state-feedback control law as 
IL(t) = F&(t) + r(t), (904 
where 
FC =I?-&. (9Ob) 
Substituting (90) into (87) yields 
kc(t) = (A, + B,PJ zJt) + B,?(t) = a+> -I- ilr(t). (91) 
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Next, for matching the parameters in (74), we also insert the output vector as 
y(t) = &z,(t) = &(t). (92) 
Of course, the desired state-feedback gain must be in the original coordinates Z(t) in (86) with 
inputs r(t). Consequently, 
- - 
and 
u(t) = F&(t) + r(t) = F,T,z(t) + r(t) = l%(t) + T-(t) 
y(t) = &5,(t) = &Q.z(t) = Gz(t). 
Pa) 
(93b) 
From the above, it is obvious that to obtain the state-feedback gain E and output gain c 
in (93), we only need to determine the gain pc in (90) and the transformation matrix 5?c in (88). 
Other terms such as the matrices l? and 6 can be determined from the polynomial matrices 
L?(s) and &T(s) in (74) d’ nectly. The procedure for implementing the strictly proper right MFD, 
j?(s) a-l(s), with parallel active RC networks can be summarized as follows: 
(1) 
(11) 
(III) 
(IV) 
Construct m sets of parallel active RC parallel networks according to the column degrees 
of G(s). The associated eigenvalues are chosen as pi = -l/RiCi for i = 1,2,. . . , m. 
Establish D(s) in (89) and compute the state-space gain pc in (90) and the output gain & 
in (74). - - 
Compute T, in (88), the desired gains p( = FJ’,) and c(= &Y&) in (93), respectively. 
Implement the gains F and c on the accessible parallel active RC networks with summers. 
h igure 7. Parallel active RC network structure. 
Note that for a general m-input poutput multivariable system, the transformation matrix T, 
in (80) is 
where 
W = block diag 
T, = WL, 
0 
1 
2Pi 
0 
0 
1 
(94a) 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 (94b) 
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and 
L = block diag fori=1,2 ,...) m. 
Also, the similarity transformation matrix T’ in (88) can be written as 
where 
P = block diag 
z = diag 
1 
- 
I 
for i = 1,2, . . . , m, 
7 
j=1,2 , . . . , tci and u # j 
and 
l-1 
4=x, for 1 = 2,3,. . . , m with Sr = 0. 
j=l 
31 
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(95b) 
WC) 
(954 
5. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
EXAMPLE. Consider a row-pseudoproper LMFD of the form [13-141 
H,(s) = q(s) N(s) 
It is desirable to find the corresponding generalized dynamical state-space representation in (7) 
and implement the designed system with cascaded and parallel active RC networks, respectively. 
From the given structures of Dl(s) and N(s), it would seem that c&i = 3 and drz = 1. By (5), 
(6) and (7), one has 
D2= [ 
0 1 
; ; , 
2 1 
I
E_ -[ 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 
10 
1 0 0 1 ’ 
1 0 0 0 
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Based on Lemma 1, we have rank [E B] = 4; this system, hence, is controllable at finite and 
infinite modes. As above statement, we can take the singular value decomposition of E, and we 
thus have 
0.5 0.5 
1 0 B1 
& = 0 1 ][I = - . 
-0.7071 0.7071 B2 
Since this system is controllable at impulsive mode, the K2 in (50) can be arbitrarily chosen for 
satisfying the condition in (38). To be useful, KZ can be chosen as 
K2= ; . [I 
Therefore, 
As a result, A’ and B’, in (42) are 
respectively. For the regular subsystem pair [A’, B’], if the desired poles are located on or within 
the hatched region in Figure 8 with h = 1, based on the proposed design method in [19] for 
finding the optimal regional-pole-placement feedback gain Ki in (45), we have Ki as 
with the weighting matrices Q and R in (46) are 
20.192 -19.008 4.096 
Q = -19.008 20.992 -5.504 1 and R=Iz, 
4.096 -5.504 5.248 
respectively. The eigenvalues of the closed-loop regular subsystem, denoted by a[Ai - Bi Ki], are 
(-6.7246, -1.6377 + 0.5404i, -1.6377 - 0.5404i). Therefore, the state-feedback gain K in (50) 
is 
K= 5.28 -3.52 3.84 0 -2 64 1.76 -1 92 11 .
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0 
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Figure 8. A region of interest in the continuous-time s-plane. 
It can be verified that the state feedback gain K satisfies the desired specifications. The eigenval- 
ues of the closed-loop generalized dynamical system, denoted by a[sE-A+BK], include 1 infinite 
nondynamical eigenvalue and 3 finite eigenvalues (-6.7246, -1.6377+0.5404& -1.6377-0.5404i) 
lying in the specified region of Figure 8. In this case, the Fr (s) and Fz(s) in (63) are 
5.6~~ f 11.2s + 8.8 -5.6~~ - 11.2s - 8.8 
Fi(s) -s3 - - -4.8~~ 6.6s 6.4 s3 + 1.8s2+4.6s+4.4 = 1 
-39 - 2s - 2 
and 
F2,11(3) F2,12(s) 
F2,21(s) F2,22(s) I 
F2(s) = (-3sz - 2s - 2)(s2 + 1)’ 
where 
F2,i1(s) = -3s5 - 15.8~~ - 41.8~~ - 56s2 - 38s - 17.6, 
F2,r2(s) = -3s4 - 2s3 - 5s2 - 2s - 2, 
F2,u(s) = -3s5 + 0.4~~ + 13.4~~ + 18s2 + 14s + 4.8, 
F2,22(s) = -6s4 - 4s3 - 10s2 - 4s - 4. 
Obviously, from the resulting structures of Pi(s) and Fz(s), the A(s) in (64) can be chosen as 
A(s)= [$ A], 
such that $‘r(s) and p!(s) in Figure 2 are proper. For such a A(s), @r(s) and p2(s) =e given m 
5.6~~ + 11.2s + 8.8 -5.6~~ - 11.2s - 8.8 
Pi(S) = -s3 
- 4.8~~ - 6.6s - 6.4 s3 + 1.8~~ -t 4.6s + 4.4 1 
(-39 - 2s - 2)(s + 1) 
[ 
0 0 
= 0.3333 -0.3333 I 
+ &* (s) &l(s) 
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and 
where 
fiFl(S) = 
-1.8667~~ - 3.7333s - 2.9333 1.0445~~ + 1.7556s + 1.9111 
0.1571~~ - 0.1571s + 0.6285 1.2571~~ + 1.0999s I ’ 
&*(4 = 
[ 
s3 + 1.6667~~ + 1.3333s + 0.6667 0 
0 s3 + 1.6667~~ + 1.3333s + 0.6667 I ' 
A 
NF~(S) = ^ 
[ 
^ ^ 
NFW NFz,~s 
^ 1 %,m NFw > L %I1 = 3.6~~ + 11.6~~ + 16.3334~~ + 11.3334s + 5.2, 
L 
N&,12 = s4 + 0.6667~~ + 1.6667~~ + 0.6667s + 0.6667, 
. 
NFz,x = -1.8~~ - 6.8~~ - 8.3333~~ - 6s - 2.2667, 
. 
N&,X = 2s4 + 1.3333s3 + 3.3333s2 + 1.3333s + 1.3333, 
and 
^ * 
DFz,~~ = DFm = s5 + 1.6667~~ + 2.3333~~ + 2.3333~~ + 1.3333s + 0.6667. 
Based on the proposed design methodology, one can find Ci-1 (s) and Ci-, (s) such that A(s) = 
CAY1 (s) + Ci_l (s). Hence, we choose 
c;-,(s) = [T &] 
=Is- ai2 [ ,y2 1 
-1 
= 12 - Nc;_~ (s) D;l’ (s), 
A-1 
Nc;_~ (3) = -12, 
DcQ4 = [s;2 ,;,I 9 
and 
C&1(s) = -I2. 
AS a result, all of the elements PI(S), &(s), Ci_l(s) and C~_l(s) can be easily implemented by 
the cascaded and/or parallel active RC network as follows. 
(A) Cascaded Active RC Networks 
For $‘r(s), as the column degrees of fiF1(s) are ~1 = ~2 = 3, we construct two RC networks 
with RI = 1, Cr = 1, Rs = 0.5. and CZ = 1. Thus, ICI = 1, kp = 0.5, pi = -1 and p2 = -2. 
From (75), (76) and (81), we can compute the F in (85a) and G in (85b) as 
-0.0001 -0.9999 1.3333 0 0 0 
0 0 -2.3335 0.6668 1.1667 I 
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and 
-1.0667 0.0001 -1.8667 1.4668 -1.8668 0.9334 -0.3334 1.0445 0.3777 -0.4555 -0.0223 1 ’ 
with the transformation matrix T, in (80) or (94) as 
-1 0 0 
-1 1 0 0 
1 -2 1 
T, = . 0.5 0 0 
0 -1 0.5 0 
2 -2 0.5 _ sxs 
For fiz(a), as the column degrees of fi)~~(s) are ICI = ~2 = 5, we construct two RC networks 
with RI = 1, Cr = 1, Rz = 0.5 and Cz = 1. Thus, kl = 1, k2 = 0.5, pi = -1 and p2 = -2. 
From (75), (76) and (81), the F in (85a) and G in (85b) are given as 
Fll = (-0.0001 - 3.9999 8.6664 - 7.6665 3.33331, 
Fz2 = [11.833 - 28.8327 25.8329 - 10.4999 1.16671, 
and 
Gi = [2.2 - 0.9334 3.1334 - 2.8 3.6 8.3333 - 14.9999 10.8333 - 3.6667 0.51, 
G2 = [0.4 - 2.5334 1.2667 0.4 - 1.8 16.6668 - 30.0002 21.6668 - 7.3334 11, 
with the transformation matrix T, in (80) or (94) as 
T, = 
10 0 00 
-1 1 0 0 0 
1 -2 1 0 0 
-1 3 -3 1 0 
1 -4 6 -4 1 
0 
0 
0.5 0 0 0 0 
-1 0.5 0 0 0 
2 -2 0.5 0 0 
-4 6 -3 0.5 0 
8 -16 12 -4 0.5 
1 
10x 10 
In a similar fashion, for CA_,(s), as the column degrees of Dci_l (s) are IE~ = ns = 1, we also 
construct two RC networks with RI = 1, Ci = 1, Rs = 0.5 and C2 = 1. Thus, kl = 1, k2 = 0.5, 
p1 = -1 and ps = -2. The F in (85a) and G in (85b) are given as 
and 
F= [-d -:.,I 
G= [_d _:.5] 7 
with the transformation matrix T, as 
T/ ’ c 
[ 1 0 0.5 . 
The overall system implementation structure with cascaded active RC networks is shown in 
Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. 
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(B) Parallel Active RC Networks 
For PI(S), as the column degrees of b’s(s) are &l = ~2 = 3, we construct two RC networks 
with RI = 1, C1 = 1, R2 = l/2, C2 = 1, RJ = l/3, Cs = 1, R4 = 1, C4 = 1, R5 = l/2, C’s = 1, 
R6 = l/3 and Cs = 1. Thus, p1 = p4 = - 1, p2 = ps = - 2 and ,i& = &j = -3. From (75), (76) 
and (89), we can compute the F in (93a) and c in (93b) as 
and 
F= [ -0.0001 -1.6665 2.5555 
0 0 0 
o 0 0 -0.0001 -1.6665 2.5555 1 
1.4223 
G= [ -0.5334 1.4668 -1.4223 
0.5334 -1.4668 
o6 . -1.289 .0075 -0.1001 -0.3777 0.2703 I ’ 
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with the transformation matrix PC in (88) or (95) as 
- 0.5 -0.5 0.1667 
-0.5 1 -0.5 0 
T, 
0.5 -2 1.5 
= ’ 0.5 -0.5 0.1667 
0 -0.5 1 -0.5 
L 0.5 -2 1.5 _ sx, 
For R(s), as the column degrees of fief are ~1 = ~2 = 5, we construct two RC networks 
with RI = R6 = 1, R2 = R7 = l/2, R3 = Rs = l/3, R4 = Rg = l/4, R5 = RIO = l/5 and 
Cr = C, = C, = C, = C, = Cs = C7 = Cs = C’s = Cl0 = 1. Thus, p1 = & = -1, p2 = p7 = -2, 
j-13 = ps = -3, p4 = ps = -4 and ps = pro = -5. From (75), (76) and (89), the p in (93a) and G 
in (93b) are given as 
Fll = F22 = (0 - 1.3888 4.6295 0 - lo.39421 
and _ 
c:= Gl 
[ 1 G2 ’ 
Cl = [0.0917 - 1.0556 2.7833 0 - 7.0428 0.0833 - 1.3889 2.1574 0 - 5.07771, 
c2 = [0.0167 - 0.1667 - 0.6463 0 - 1.92 0.1667 - 2.7778 4.3148 0 - 10.15561, 
with the transformation matrix F, in (88) or (95) as 
- 0.0417 -0.0833 0.0278 0 -0.0333 
-0.0417 0.1667 -0.0833 0 0.125 
%,I1 = %,22 = 0.0417 -0.3333 0.25 0 -0.4583 . 
-0.0417 0.6667 -0.75 0 1.625 
0.0417 -1.3333 2.2778 0 -5.4583 _ 
By a similar way, for Ci_l(s), as the column degrees of Dc;_l (s) are ~1 = ~2 = 1, we also 
construct two RC networks with RI = 1, Cl = 1, R2 = 1 and C2 = 1. Thus, p1 = p2 = -1. 
The F in (93a) and (?’ in (93b) are 
and 
with the transformation matrix T, as 
The overall system implementation structure with parallel active RC networks is then shown in 
Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. 
6. CONCLUSION 
, 
‘1 _i‘ 
‘I 
1 
d 
- 
In this paper, a novel and minimal realization algorithm, which determines the doubly coprime 
generalized Bezout identity in polynomial form, for establishing the state-space representation 
from a so-called row-pseudoproper LMFD is presented. The proposed realization algorithm can 
be directly applied to the row-proper LMFD. Besides, an effective state-feedback control law 
for eliminating the impulse terms and satisfying the optimal regional-pole-placement design is 
developed. Since the state-feedback control law cannot exactly eliminate the impulsive modes 
in the viewpoint of hardware implementation, it is desired to utilize an equivalent input-output 
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feedback controller of state-feedback controller for generalized dynamical system without building 
an observer, so that the overall closed-loop system can be easily implemented by cascaded and/or 
parallel active RC networks. 
APPENDIX 
Consider a controllable system described by 
i(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), (96) 
z(t) E Rnxl, u(t) E Rmxl, and A and B are real matrices of appropriate dimensions. It is desired 
to find a gain matrix K such that det(A-BK) # 0. The Luenberger similarity transformation [29] 
is a useful design methodology. First, assume the n x (nm) controllability matrix 
M = [B AB A2B.. .A’+‘B] (97) 
has rank n. In addition, it is generally assumed that the m columns of B are linearly independent. 
Next, select n linear independent vectors from (97) to construct a matrix P as 
P = [bl, Abl,. . . ,AY’-%&, A&, . . . ,AY2--Iba,. . . ,&,A&, . , . ,A?~-lb,] , (98) 
where Cy=r pi = n, and bi is the ith column of B for i = 1,2,. . . , m. Let 
xc(t) = T&(t), (99) 
where T, = Ipi, (PIA)~, . . . , (~I,A~~-‘)~,~z,. . . , (p~A~*--l)~, . . . ,pk,. . . , (~~A-lm-l)~]~, pi = the 
Pth row of P-l, and /!J = C”=i yj, 1 5 j 5 m. Hence, the state equation in (96) can be 
trfansformed into the bottom-$pe Luenberger controller canonical form as follows: 
(100a) 
where 
A,=T,AT,-l= [;!I1 II; ;I] ~~~~~~ 
‘0 1 - 0 . ..o 
0 0 1 ... 0 
Acii = f ; i . . . ; E RYzWr, i = 1,2, . . . , m, 
0 0 0 ..* 1 
* * * .*. * 
0 0 ..* 0 
E R7ix"Yi > 
* * ... * 
BCl 
B, =T,B = 
[ 1 
; E RnXm, 
B cm 
Bci = 
-0 . . . 0 0 0 ... 0 
. . . . -. . . . . . . . .I.. . . 
0 . . . 0 0 0 .*. 0 
.o a.* 0 1 * ..* * 
i,j = 1,2 ,...,m, i # j, (100d) 
1 ’ E R-iixm i= 1,2 ,..., m. 
(100b) 
(1OOc) 
(100e) 
(lOOf) 
T 
column i 
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The “ * ” terms denote possible nonzero, and the integers yi are known as the controllability 
indices of the system. However, for a singular matrix A, the A, is also a singular matrix. Since 
[A,,B,] is a controllable pair, there exists a state-feedback control law u(t) = -K,z,(t) such 
that det (A, - B,K,) # 0. For convenience, it is required to modify the matrix B, to an artificial 
matrix B, by a nonsingular constant matrix D, i.e., B, = B,D and K, = DmlKc, where 
B, = block diag i=1,2 ,..., m, (101a) 
and 
(101b) 
Hence, for the controllable pair [A,, B,], there exists a constant gain matrix K, such that 
A, - B,Ka appears as a block-triangle or block-diag matrix, and the block-diag submatrices of 
A, - B,K, are all nonsingular matrices. Consequently, one has the Kc as 
K,=DK,. (102) 
As a result, the desired constant matrix K is given as 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
K = K,T, = DK,T,. (103) 
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